CFC syndrome: a syndrome distinct from Noonan syndrome.
We report two children with a common pattern of birth defects. Both have very sparse, curly hair, nystagmus and mental retardation. The first one has Noonan syndrome habitus associated with keratosis plantaris and nystagmus; the second one has a slightly Noonan-like face, macrocephaly, keratosis pilaris, and hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. They represent the extreme of a spectrum of congenital defects recently reported independently as CFC syndrome by Reynolds and as "Noonan-like short stature syndrome with sparse hair" by Baraitser and Patton. The clinical features are reviewed and the autonomy of the syndrome with regards to Noonan syndrome, is disputed, since every sign seems to occur independently in Noonan syndrome. The father of the second case probably has a minor syndrome expression, pointing to probable autosomal dominant inheritance.